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Joseph Campbell, the famed mythologist, wrote about a concept 

he had called “the monomyth”. He argued that all cultures of the world 

were guided by a universal narrative about a hero that an goes 

something like this: 

 First is that the hero, or heroine, is called to adventure by 

something, be it a tragedy, a prophecy, or other portent. The hero(ine) 

goes forth into the land of the unknown to encounter supernatural 

powers, finds a companion and a mentor, is tempted and challenged. 

The hero(ine) then is defeated temporarily or struggles with their 

challenge, uncovers some great truth, is transformed, and finally seeks 

to return home. But for all the wonders that the hero(ine) of the 

monomyth has seen and all that they have experienced they return 

home a changed person. And perhaps the greatest trial is that when the 

adventure is over and it is time to return home; home is, for the 

hero(ine), never the same again. 

  

 One of the greatest stories ever written and a good example of 

this model is The Odyssey, the epic tale of the Greek hero Odysseus on 

his ten year, cursed journey home. The book follows closely the trials 

and tribulations that face Odysseus and the crew of his ship as it 

departed from Troy to return home to their home in Ithaca. Along the 

way Odysseus and his men are assailed by a giant Cyclops, lured by the 

song of sirens, attacked by sea monsters, captured by a sorceress, 
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waylaid by drug-addled strangers, and beset by storms to name only a 

few of their troubles.  Odysseus’ trials are extreme and he loses nearly 

all of his closest friends in his quest to return home. Home to the wife 

and child he left behind more than a decade before. 

 I hope I am not spoiling the story for any of you who have not 

read The Odyssey but when Odysseus finally arrives home in Ithaca it is 

not the warm welcome he had hoped for and spent ten years dreaming 

of. Forced to smuggle himself into his own home disguised as a beggar, 

Odysseus finds his wife courted by hundreds of uncouth suitors, his 

own son now a young man  does not recognize him, and his wife pines 

for her presumably lost husband. It is a sorrowful homecoming for a 

hero of a distant war and who has suffered so much! 

In the closing pages of the tale Odysseus reveals himself and casts 

out the suitors, reclaims his home, is reunited with his wife and son, 

only to be assaulted once more by an angry mob seeking revenge for 

those that died on his ill-fated journey. So much for even a moment’s 

peace! It is only thanks to the intervention of Athena, the goddess of 

wisdom, that Odysseus is able to be left alone and at peace with his 

beloved wife and son and his ten year epic comes to an end. 

 The story of Odysseus is a classic story that highlights classic 

Greek virtues; Odysseus is a man’s man, both strong and wise, just yet 

sometimes cruel, but most importantly he is a man that values his 

home, Ithaca,  and will stop at nothing to return there: not gods, not 

curses, not sorceress, not even seas, and angry mobs will keep him at 

bay. Home is such a powerful and important thing that nothing will 

keep Odysseus away forever.  
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 And in this holiday season we hear other stories about home. The 

story of the birth of Jesus is the tale of a young family returning home 

for a census. Their journey propels them to face the physical challenges 

of travel while heavy with child, unfriendly political climates, and 

ultimately the embarrassing lodgings of a barn once they finally arrive. 

The story of their return home ends in both a dirty manger and by 

celebrating one of the most changing events that can occur in any 

home, the birth of a child. And of course, in this story, this is no 

ordinary child. Jesus will grow up to speak of the wonders and 

challenges of home at some length and will suffer at the hands of the 

people of his homeland. 

One more example for my fellow nerds out there; the enormously 

popular Lord of the Rings movies continue this year with the stories of 

Frodo Baggins and his beloved uncle Bilbo. Both are tales of adventures 

and going forth into the world only to return greatly changed. In the 

case of Bilbo his experiences in the world leave him forever unsatisfied 

with the simple life of his fellow hobbits and though he returns home 

he is never quite settled again. His experiences changed him and as he 

laments in the movies, he can no longer be content with his old life. 

And Frodo Baggins, the victim of circumstance, longs only to 

return home throughout his journey into the dangerous and exotic 

world of Middle Earth. He is drawn into chaotic adventures with orcs, 

elves, dwarves, and monsters and for all the troubles he faces his 

ultimate goal remains simple, to someday return home. It is his 

touching lamenting to his friend Samwise that he fears he will never see 

home, the Shire, again that tugs at our heart strings. And according to 

the books Frodo is correct, though he saves the world from destruction 

he himself, wounded in body and soul, never returns to the Shire or his 
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home in Baggend. Instead he departs for the distant land of the elves to 

retire from the world he can never be a part of again. 

There are, of course, many more examples that could be given 

since, as Joseph Campbell suggested, this idea of leaving home, 

experiencing the world, and then returning as a changed person is if not 

universal very close to universal. And while the details of Joseph 

Campbell's monomyth theory can be debated I would say that the core 

idea is sound. After all, who among us has never left home and been on 

an adventure, willingly or not, only to return and discover... we have 

changed and things can never be the same again. 

 

Maya Angelou, the African-American poet, wrote an 

autobiographical book entitled All God’s Children Need Travelling Shoes 

in this book she reflects on her attempt to embrace her African heritage 

by moving, briefly, to Ghana to live in a commune. Maya Angelou made 

this choice because she always felt somehow divorced from where she 

lived, as a woman of color her life was not always easy and this seemed 

a way to touch some deep seated need for “home”. Ghana proved to 

not be the home she had hoped for and her dreams of a triumphant 

reuniting with Africa were meet with frustration. However, reflecting 

on the closing days of her journey she had this to say. 

 If the heart of Africa still remained elusive, my search for it had 

brought me closer to understanding myself and other human beings. 

The ache for home lives in all of us, the safe place where we can go as 

we are and not be questioned. It impels mighty ambitions and 

dangerous capers. We amass great fortunes at the cost of our souls… 

We shout in Baptist churches, wear yarmulkes and wigs and argue the 
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tiniest points of Torah, or worship the sun, or refuse to kill cows for the 

starving. Hoping that by doing these things, home will find us 

acceptable, or failing that, that we will forget the awful yearning for it. 

 I believe that Maya Angelou summarizes the motivations of 

returning home well. We all go home with one of two goals: we either 

seek to be accepted by who we left behind or to remind ourselves of 

why we left.  

 

 Now I will not presume to know anything of your journey home, 

where you are in that quest, or what your goal might be but I will 

presume to say this, somewhere inside of you is a longing to go home. 

Perhaps like Odysseus that trip will take ten years of turmoil, perhaps 

the trip home is a block down the road from here, perhaps like Maya 

Angelou you are not sure where home is but all the same the sense 

remains that somewhere home is waiting and somehow we all must go 

back. Thus far I have been careful to not define home and I think it best 

to keep it that way. Whatever is conjured in your mind when I say the 

word “home” that is home. Be it a place or time or feeling or person, it 

doesn’t matter. What we ultimately call home doesn’t matter because 

the urge to return there is the same regardless.  

C. S. Lewis, the Christian writer and author of such books as Mere 

Christianity and The Screwtape Letters, once reflected on the idea that 

we are all called home even when we are in a place we might call 

home. C. S. Lewis reflected on the phenomena that sometimes, even 

when we are sitting in the middle of our own houses that we can be 

struck with an overwhelming nostalgia for home. C. S. Lewis concluded 
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that is the spirit speaking a desire to return to a spiritual home, one 

different than our physical homes. 

 Regardless of if we agree with C. S. Lewis’ conclusion, I see this as 

testament to the fact that we all are aware that at some point in our 

lives we have left home, as a child or a youth or an adult or an elder, we 

have left home and ventured forth in the world. Somewhere along the 

way we learned new things, heard new ideas, met new people, suffered 

new pains, and otherwise lived the lives we have been given and taken 

these new experiences to heart. And because of these experiences, 

these new lessons, new dreams, and new hopes we have moved ever 

further from who we were when we first left home. We are changed by 

being a part of this world, sometimes for the better and sometimes for 

the worse. Indeed, it is even fair to say that the person that we are 

today, or shall become, is not the same as the one that originally was at 

home. 

 I wonder if, after a decade at sea, Odysseus ever felt this 

confusion after all his trials had aged him physically, pushed him 

mentally, tried him emotionally. Even reunited with his wife and son 

could he ever really be home again? Surely part of him forever 

remained on the battlefields Troy, with the witch Circe, or the cyclops 

Polyphemus, surely the Odysseus that walked through the doors to his 

manor in Ithaca a decade later was a different Odysseus than the one 

who left. Older, wiser, perhaps more tired and with more gray hair. 

Home to Ithaca but he could never return to the home he left a decade 

before. 
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 The art of returning home is just that, an art, not a science 

because there is no simple answer, there is no guide book, because 

there is no simple way by which to do it. There can be no bullet-point 

list of best practices and there can be no self-help guidebook that can 

tell you how best to go home. Much like learning to paint, you can be 

given basic instructions but the details of the final piece are ultimately 

yours to decide. 

 Returning home is to confront both the past and the present. It is 

to look at what we were, who are, and who we want to be. From some 

this is a challenging ordeal. Homes are not always pleasant or the 

memories that we find waiting are bittersweet or just bitter. Beloved 

friends and family may have passed on leaving behind their ghost in our 

memories or past wrongs might wait for us. Or perhaps like Odysseus 

we anticipate a gleeful reunion only to be met with chaos and 

confusion. 

 What matters though is how we handle these situations. The art 

of returning home is the art of letting go. It is the art of letting what 

matters, matter and what does not slip away. It means that for people 

like Odysseus all the trials and traumas of ten years on the god-cursed 

seas can be let go. The pain of returning home as a beggar can be 

forgotten. And Frodo and Bilbo for whom home could never be what 

they wanted it to be again, it meant letting go of that vision and dream 

of home. 

 Home holds a ghost of who we were when we left. All the 

memories and dreams and sorrows and joys and hopes that were part 

of our lives when we first lived there never truly disappear. Returning 
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home is to confront those old ghosts with the new us that has returned 

from our journey and to say “does this matter”? Does it do us any good 

to hold anger at a place or a time that no longer is relevant? Should we 

hold on to painful memories that serve only to make home an 

oppressive place? 

 For Maya Angelou this meant letting go of an idea of home as 

some utopian place where everything would suddenly make sense. For 

C. S. Lewis it was a home that transcended the imperfections of this 

world. For Frodo and Bilbo it was leaving again for a better home. For 

you and me it be something different but the end result is the same. 

The art of returning home is the art of letting go. It is the art of letting 

go of the old you that would judge, the bad memories that hold you 

back, and the pains that keep you from moving forward. But  it is the 

art of holding close that which matters, our happy memories, our 

families, our friends, and our happy dreams. None of these stories 

would be complete were it not for a dream of the ideal home. Odysseus 

could not have endured a decade at sea without Ithaca. Frodo could 

not have found the strength to save Middle Earth without his love for 

home.  

 Joseph Campbell’s monomyth is build around the idea that the 

greatest stories of our world follow a similar trajectory. We must leave 

home, be changed, and then try to return home and seek 

reconciliation. And at the end of the day what greater story is there in 

the world than the story that you, that I, that we are writing in these 

precious days of our life? Let us return home changed for the better 

and leave home again with warmth in our hearts and ready to be 

changed yet again. 


